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The latest in our super-successful Stickerbomb line of books, Stickerbomb XL takes it to the next

level, with large format and vinyl stickers.Stickers are an essential part of the street art movement.

Inexpensive and easy to produce, they act as a kind of informal business card for some graffiti

writers, and a quick and effective promotional tool for many artists and illustrators. As more and

more stickers are placed around major cities in the world, interest in the subject keeps

growing.Stickerbomb XL is filled with an amazing collection of more than 350

specially-commissioned stickers by artists, illustrators, and graffiti writers from around the world,

many of whom have not been featured in a publication before. It will appeal to a young market of

designers, street artists, and illustrators, plus street art fans and anyone who collects stickers.
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The SRK (Studio Rarekwai) is a creative studio based in London and Jakarta. Initiated by a director

and producer partnership in 2006 with a focus on documentary films, SRK has since grown in size

to house a troupe of creatives whose skills encompass filmmaking, sound design, animation,

illustration, publishing, and events. The SRK has worked with Polydor Records, ARTE TV, the BBC,

Channel4, Film4, MTV, SONAR, Spaceshower TV and a number of international non-governmental

organizations. Their books include RackGaki, Graffiti Asia, and the Stickerbomb series (all Laurence

King).

95% of these stickers are NOT vinyl. I sticker bombed my car and every single one of the stickers



that I used had peeled and/or torn off. Only the first few pages in the front and back of the book are

actually vinyl; the rest are paper. That, in and of itself, is complete bulls**t considering the price tag.

For roughly the same amount of money, I could have bought another 3 to 4 packs of 100 or 200

count randoms from China. Their website says "our stickers cover everything from motorcycles,

cars, ice-cream vans, films sets to baby prams and strollers". LMAO! Yeah, sure. In one or two days

you'll be scraping them off and cleaning with Goo Gone. Step your sticker game up SRK.

They look great and a great variety. The reason I'm giving them 1 star is because it missed the point

of being a sticker entirely. These stickers would not stick to any surface at all. Not sure if I had just

gotten a bad batch or what. Whatever it was made it impossible to use any of them without having

to tape them on. I've gotten other books from them and they were great.

Great book! Love the stickers. I used this book to stickerbomb the chainguard on my cruiser. The

only downside, as mentioned elsewhere, is that these are paper stickers and not vinyl. But

otherwise it's a great book with awesome stickers :)

kick ass

super dope stickers. they look great on my garage

Large stickers the size of your hand! Now I just have to find a place to put all of them!

Great buy! Love all the art.

all was perfect
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